tt,e ~rd Wee~ly
OSAP
by Barry Ries
Haven't heard from OSAP yet?
Well, you're not the only one.
Horace Braden, Director of
Placement and Student Awards
at WLU, told the Cord that while
applications for the Ontario
Student Awards Program (OSAP)
are down 25% from last year,
" which would ordinarily mean less
work and faster service, the
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problems, problemS",-Problems
Student Awards office has only forms. The error rate on the
received 400 completed returns applications completed by studfrom Toronto, down from 1200 at ents is also higher than last year,
this time last year.
meaning a delay of several weeks
Why the slowdown? Mr. if the forms are not completed
Braden blames most of the delay properly and the error is not
on the new OSAP forms and the caught in the initial check.
changes in entitlement. The staff
Mr. Braden also informed us
in the Student Awards office had that the slowdown was aggrato be trained to handle the new vated due to the government not

starting the computer processing
until June instead of the usual
mid-May start up date.
Bill Clarkson, Director of
Student Awards for the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities,
Toronto, confirmed that there
were some errors in the computer
programming up until July,
causing some slowdown until the

Dr. Neale Taylor, new president
Dr. Neale Taylor is the new
President of Wilfrid Laurier
University. As of August 1st, he
has been occupying this important position. Taylor said his job
description is about three pages
long, but in summary he is the
chief executive officer at WLU
who is responsible for "the
university's functioning in all
areas.
Dr. Taylor is a graduate of the
University of Toronto where he
received his BA, MA, and PHD
in Romantic Languages. He also
studied Spanish at the National
University of Mexico and French
at Lavalle University in Quebec.
For twenty years, Dr. Taylor
taught Italian and Spanish at
Toronto. He was also on the U of
T Faculty of Graduate Studies for
10 years. In 1962, he became the
chairman of the Romantic Language department at WLU. Dr.
Taylor was Dean of Arts and
Science at Laur\er from 1968197
Kt:-rtc:::nt.h::uL Al.<1uc::mic, 1111d

w

he was the acting

Parking lot vanishes
On Tuesday, September 5, the
bulldozers began breaking the
ground for a new building.
Construction was supposed to
have begun in July, but it was
delayed by an Ontario-wide
carpenter's strike.
Ball Brothers Ltd. of Kitchener
have been awarded the contract
1o build the 70,000 square foot
structure at a contract price of
$3,390,000. It was the lowest of
10 tenders received. The Ministry of Colleges and Universities

will pay $3,300,000 and the offices of the President the
remainder of the cost will come Vice-President-Academic will alfrom the Universities reserves. so be located in the building.
According to the contract, the While construction is going on,
building should be finished 18 the business offices will be
months after construction began, renovated.
which is about March 1980.
Some of the portables will be
The new building will be called
the Frank C. Peters Professional replaced by this new building.
Building in honour of the recently There will be enough space for
retired President. It will house 1,400 full-time students and 56
the School of Business and faculty members from the School
Economics and the faculty of of Business and Economics and
Social Work. The administrative the Faculty of Social Work.

errors were corrected. He also
confirmed Mr. Braden's statement that the return rate is
higher this year due to the
increased number of mistakes on
the applications.
To date, the Ministry has
received some 60,000 applications for student assistance,
down from 80,000 last year. Mr.
Clarkson stated that the current
backlog of 12,000 is slightly
higher than usual, and while
some of this can be explained by
the computer programming errors, he also told the Cord that
there was a "big flood" of
applications in July and August
this year, contrary to the usual
pattern of earlier applications.
Why the late rush? Both Mr.
Braden and Mr. Clarkson blame
misinformation and "badmouthing" of the new program by
organizations such as the Ontario
Federation of Students. Students
were unsure as to where they
stood regarding loans and grants
this year and held-off submitting
their applications until they had
determined if they were affected.
(The new regulations this year
include providing statements of
assets, a release for Income Tax
information, special regulations
for anyone who has been in
school more than eight terms,

President while Dr. Peters, the
former President, was on sabbatical.
During the next 5 or 6 years,
Dr. Taylor sees financing as the
biggest challenge facing the
university. He said declining
revenues are not matching the
expenditures due to inflation and
government policy. The decreasing number of students applying
for university education is another factor influencing financing.
The new President's major
goal is to preserve and further
develop WLU's reputation and
faculties. He "will meet regularly
with WLUSU executive to encourage student participation in
university life. " Dr. Taylor says
he will be happy to meet and talk
with students.
etc.)
Mr. Braden said that whereas
an application would normally
be returned from the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities six

changes
If you happened to be looking
for the President's Office and
you can't seem to find it, there is
a good reason-it' s moved. As of
August 1, the Office of the President and Vice-President-Academic have been relocated to
Centre Hall, which is behind the
Student Union Building. While
we're on the subject of moving,
the Business Office is now in
Room3C15.

eight to twelve weeks' are
unusual this year.
What does it mean? If your
student award is late and you
only have 73t in your jeans, it
won't do any good to complain in
the Student Awards office. You
just have to wait and try to
borrow enough from mommy and
daddy or your friends.
If you haven't applied for
Student Assistance because you
aren't sure you qualify, you still
have time, but hurry. Applications are available in the Student
Awards Office.

New vice-president-academic
Indiana.
Between 1961-65, Dr. Weir
taught at University of Manitoba
and he was the chairman of their
Department of Economics and
Sociology for three years.
In 1965, he became a professor
at WLU. From 1969-1978, he
was the chairman of Laurier's
Department of economics.

Registration report shows small gain
A 11reliminary report on fall
registration at Wilfrid Laurier

University indicates that overall
full-time undergraduate enrol-

Radio Laurier
by Beatrice McMillan
Radio Laurier is busy linking
up all available campus locations
1o provide programming to a
wider audience. Last year,
broadcasting stopped in January
while rer,airs were made to the
residence sound systems. With
technical problems overcome, a

P.E.I. Premier
Resigns
The Toronto Globe and Mail,
which ctyles itself as 'Canada's
National Newspaper', reported
the resignation of PEl Premier
Alex Campbell in a small page 9
article on September 12. We can
than that.

fmal check is now being
conducted on the cross-campus
system which will extend through
all the residences, the games
room, the Torque Room and the
Dining Hall.
Meanwhile, the station has had
trouble trying to obtain a licence
from the Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC). The
application to expand Radio
Laurier's signal throughout the
community through the cable
system has been turned down for
the second time in two years.
When asked about this latest
refusal by the CRTC to allow the
application, Larry Greenberg,
station manager, said "The
reason for the refusal was due to
technical difficulties dealing with
the status of our station.'' He
would not elaborate.

"

ment will be virtually the same
this year as last year.
James Wilgar, university registrar, said he expects that about
3,014 students will be enrolled by
the middle of the month,
compared with 2,986 a year ago.
The university is maintaining
steady enrolment, even though
applications for admission grew
by 9. 7 per cent this year. Only a
few universities experienced an
increase in applications this ·fall.
Mr. Wilgar broke down the
figures this way (with last year's
in brackets):
Arts and science registration
1,456 (1,606);School of Business
and Economics 1,028 (983);
Faculty of music 125 (124); mail
registration 295 (173) ; and late
registration 110 expected this
year (100 at this date last year) .
"It can be seen," Mr. Wilgar
said, "that the decline in arts and
science students, general across
the province, was to some extent
offset for us by a rise in those
entering the school of business
and economics."

Dr. John Weir

Former chairman of the department of Economics, Dr. John
Weir, is the new Vice-PresidentAcademic of WLU.
Dr. Weir received his Bachelor
of Commerce at St. Dunstan's
University in Charlottetown,
P .E.I. For his graduate work, he
attended University of Western
Ontario where be received his
Master of Business and Administration. Dr. Weir received his
doctorate of Economics at Notre
Dame University in South Bend,

As of August 1, Dr. Weir had
been occupying the position of
Vice-President; Academic. He
says his job is to "allocate
academic resources of the university in such a way that all
faculties · will be treated fairly,
while at the same time insuring
that the university's academic
interests are always protected. ' '
All the Deans report to hiin as
well as the library personnel and
the Registrar. Dr. Weir is also
the chairman of the combined
faculty council which meets about
four times a year.
Dr. Weir sees his greatest
challenge as the improvement of
academic excellence at at time
when financial resources are
declining. In the next couple of
years, these resources have to be
used more efficiently.
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A review of Turret house rules
The Turret, for the uninitiated,
is the only place on campus
licenced to serve alcoholic
beverages(booze)
on
a
permanent basis. Like anything
else of relevance in our society, it
is subject to
rules
and
regulations
set
by
the
government. Failure to abide by
these rules and regulations is
frowned on rather severely.
Banishment from the pub can
hamper
your
social
life.
Suspension from the University
can hamper your life life. Don't
be
a
problem-obey
the
following rules and protect our
licence.
1.

2.

You must be 18 to enter the
licenced premises. As of Jan.
1/75, all those who were not
18 by year's end must wait
until their 19th bir t hday.
You must show I.D. when
entering the facilities, or
upon request. This I.D. is for
proof of age and school

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

affiliation.
Service
of
alcoholic
beverages is only available
to studt>nts, faculty, staff,
and their registered gtH•sts.
1\o member may sign in
more than thrc>e guests.
Anyone you sign in, you are
responsible' for.
Onlv one door is to be used
for ·entrance and exit. All
other doors arc for fire
purposes only.
Don't carry out alcoholic
beverages when you leave.
The Turret does not operate
a take-out service.
Don't tablc>·hop with your
drink.
Gambling, use of illegal
drugs,
drunkenness,
quarrelsome or
orderly
conduct, are not permitted.
Seats cannot be held. The
Turret does not accept
resc>rvations, either.
The management reserves
t he right to refuse admission

and / or servicP to any
person.
10. All patrons and their drinks
must disapp<'ar within OtiC
half hour aftpr thP bar
closes. That means 6:30
p.m. and 12:30 a.m.
11. Don't attempt to steal or
borrow the tables or chairs
or anything else.
12. Don't abuse the facilities. If
you wish to be renwmbered
in this world, writ<' a hook.
Don't can·e your initials in
the ceiling.
l:i. Treat the place as if it were
your own . If you don 't treat
you own too well. lr<'at it as
if it were vour mother's. If
vou still don't understand.
go somewhere else.
These
regulations
arc
necessary in order to provide a
decent place. What they all boil
down to is this: be civilized. The
prices a re right, the atmosphere
is congenial. Let's keep it that
way.

Landlofd and tenant: some legal tips
Many students will be renting
apartments for the first time this
year. It is important to know the
rights and duties you will have as
a tenant.
A written tenancy agreement is
generally called a lease. The
terms in the agreement become
binding on the date SPt fur the
commencement of the tenancy
regardless of when the tenant
takes actual possession. They
remain binding for the entire

You may need them for proof of them by signing the lease or
the Landlord's intention later on. tenancy agreement.
If there is a clause in the lease Copy of Tenancy
you object to ask to have it struck
out or changed before you sign. Agreement
A tenant who signs or renews a
What to look for
lease or written tenancy agreeThe lease often contains ment is entitled to receive a
clauses specifying:
signed copy within twenty-one
1. which UTllJTIES the tenant (21) days . .Jf no copy is received
will have to pay for;
by that time, all the tenant's
2 . that the OCCUPANCY of the obligations under the· lease,
unit is restricted only to those including rent payments, are

landlord fill out and sign this type
of form , noting any existing
damage or defects at the time you
move in, not before. Keep your
copy to refer to when you're
ready to move out. That way the
landlord can't try to recover later
on for damage caused by
someone else.

order the tenancy terminated.
The landlord CANNOT deduct
any amount for damage from the
prepaid rent without a court
order.
Deposit with Offer to
Lease

Deposits
The landlord can ask for a rent
deposit equal to the last month's

Some landlords ask for a
deposit when you sign an appliCation or offer to lease as proof
of your intention to enter into the

Rental Payments
rent. It cannot be WMd, for
The landlord can ask you to pay e:umple, to pay for repairs or to
your rent in cash. You don't have cover rent arrears for another
the automatic right to pay by month.
cheque or mail, but the landlord
A tenant is entnled to receive
can agree to let you do so.
6 % interest per year on this rent
You are not legally obliged to deposit from the landlord,
pay your rent by post-dated payable each year.
cheques at the landlord's reA landlord who wants to
quest, but you can agree to do so recover from a tenant for damage
if you wish.
_to the unit, now has to apply to a
Rental Unit Condition
judge of the County Court, who
may either order the tenant to
report
_ ___
make or pay for the repairs, or
It's a good idea to have t he

cr
this amount against the
rent if your offer to lease is
accepted.
If for some reason you do not
actually sign the lease later on,
you will probably lose this
deposit, since this type of deposit
has not been specifically prohibited in the Landlord and Tenant
Act.
This deposit would only be
returned to you if you withdrew
your offer to lease before the
landlord accepted , or if your offer
was refused .

·r---~d~u~r~a~
ti~o~n;Fof~th~e~t~e~n~an~c~~agr~ee~---~~~~~~~~~~~lr~te~m;po~nuil~·
:y~su
;;~
~;nd~ed
~~un:t:il~n~is~~ren~t~,~an~d~~~·::can::~o:nl~y~be~!WMd=:~to~_j
teWn~an~cy~agr~eement.
Ch~tosee
i
by mutual consent of all parties
'
•
if the
d actually intends to
who signed or agreed to it. Any
term that conflicts with the
Landlord and Tenant Act is not
legal and cannot be enforced.
3.

from changing roommates or
taking in es:t.ra ones without
approval;
that the landlord's consent is
required before SUBLETTING
or that his approval is required
for ALTERATIONS or REDECORATION :

To be considered a tenant you
must have exclusive possession
of the premises, although the
agreement may contain some 4. that only those VERBAL
restrictions as to how the
PROMISES written into the
prem ises may be used .
lease are binding on the
landlord. (If the landlord
promises to paint or replace
Negotiating t he T e nancy
an
appliance such as a
Agreem e n t
refrigerator or stove, make
sure it's written into the
Read the entire lease before
agreement.);
you sign; make sure you
understand all the clauses listed 5. that the landlord DISCLAIMS
liability for injury or damage
in the lease. Don't be afraid to
as listed.
ask questions if you have any.
Keep written, dated notes of any ALL OF THESE CLAUSES ARE
explanations given at this time. ENFORCEABLE if you agree to

Commission of
University affairs
CUA is an organization withm
the Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Union (WLUSU) that is
concerned with political activities
taking place within both the
Student Union and the University
itself. Generally speaking. its
purpose is to maintain and make
available relevant information
pertaining to WLUSU Bylaws and
Regulations; to supply minutes
and related documents from
meetings of the WLUSU Board of
Directors, the WLU Senate, and
the WLU Board of Governors;
and to maintain a file of
correspondence and other information related to developments
with t he Ontario Federation of
Students. The Commission can
provide a very useful service for
all students, from t hose who want
to get involved, to those who

have complaints or problems and
need information.
There are currently seven
members on 'the staff of the
Commission. People are now
being sought to fill the positions
of Information Co-ordinator and
Manual Program Co-ordinator. ln
addition, the Commission is
looking for volunteers to sit on
the following committees: InterResidence Council, Advisory
Council on Off-Campus Housing,
Parking Committee, and Food
Servic(·S Committee.
Anyone interested in becoming
involved or who would like more
information about the Commission is encouraged to phone
884-1360, or drop into the office
on the main floor of the St udent
Union Building.
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Gee. September aga1n
This year, I'm gomg to work I really am.
I'm gomg to do the readmgs . I will attend the seminars
I will not cut nine o'clock classes . I will actually use the texts for which I have so far pa1d out
$111 45 . I will put more work into my essays I will not put them off until the last week and end up
pounding them out in one night
I will study. I will play the game I will endeavour to get to know the profs . I will set•k the1r advice
even when I don't need 1t I will certainly seek it when I do need it
I will ask questions. Sometimes I will ask questions when I know the answer. Profs l ike th1s It i s
called participation .
I will study for exams even though I always bomb them
•
I will not be negative
I will participate in the life of this un1vers1ty even 1f it cuts mto my dnnkmg time I will always try
to remember that 1t is the things you do outside of what you have to that look good on a resume . I
will wnte better sentences
I will try to leave the occasional tip for the Turret staff.
I will be charitable to the fish and fowl that God has placed on this planet. They have a right to
an education too .
I will not be negative
I will try to make the world a better place to live in. I will start by cleaning my apartment.
I will endeavour to get to know as many people as possible
I may need to borrow money in january.
I will encourage people to work on the Cord
I will try to find out why the Cord is ca lled the Cord
I will learn to unfold my copy of the Cord so that 1t is right-side-up the first time.
Ph.D . does not mean Piled h1gher and Deeper. I will find out what it does mean
I will not be negative
I will find out why the pub closes between six and eight.
I will write better editorials.
I will read all my textbooks. Even if they are identical to my lectu re notes.
I will avoid boors unless they are buying.
,;...----,......,..~.;..
1 ~w:.!,i;;.ll work~ tail off and get A's on all my assignments.
I wi encourage peopTe to work on the Lora ~.;;._:;.~~~<=~,__-~
I will spread the word far and wide that if you are interested in writing or photography or typing
or dark-room work or learning layout or soliciting advertising you should phone 884-2990 or come
up to the Student Publications office on the second floor of the Student Union Building
I will write better editorials. Promise.
Barry Ries, Editor

----··~
SCH<r>t. cRCSf
c.o~rEirTioN
-11te fi'O"rfo 'ou1" of (Ot)fUSto~ c:.~£S
A "f'ou,) ~\>U"t«il e1'1l~ ow A FlEL'D 01=

Summer follies
the inconveruence and expense of
all federal parties. What it did
bear was a mad scramble by the
Liberals to come up with
economic measures and cutbacks
suitable for delivering in an
election package. Yet how can a
government that cuts back on
expenses and still manages to
achieve a greater deficit argue
that it has sound fiscal management? The one bright spot for the
Liberals may be that Parizeau's
by John Webster
coup ended up going nowhere
The summer months did not and Chretien gets the last laugh.
bear a federal election much to
The analysts concern them-

- ---

Cf'i~os' ABo\)€

REO Tpr.P£ f//

Thurs

The Cord Weekly is published by Student Publications of Wilfrid Laurier University. Editorial opinions are independent of the University, WLUSU
and Student Publications. The Cord reserves the
right to edit all articles and letters submitted to it.
The Cord is a member of the Canadian University
Press co-operative.

again.
• being
when
through
lecture
• not

Set involved
First year students do not get involved m university activities
Unfortunately neither do many returning students Some students
say they are too shy to join an organization if they don' t know
anybody in it, but apathy is the most obvious reason-although
probably the least admitted one Students just don't care about
what's going on and then they complain about the $75 students
fee . They say they don't have enough time to get involved, and yet
they spend three hours in the Torque Room, one hour m the
Games Room and two and a half hours drinking in the pub Worse
yet, although they participate in nothing, they complain about
everything .
What's there to get involved in? Well , there's all the small
clubs. Just ask the WLUSU secretary to refer you to the Small
Clubs Co-ordinator. The Board of. Student Act1v1ties needs
volunteers for their special events (like Oktoberfest and Winter
Carnival) Those who are interested in political work can
approach the Commission of University Affairs to work on one of
the many committees dealing with various aspects of the university. For aspiring disc jockeys and radio technicians, Rad1o Laurier
offers a chance to gain experience. Then, of course, there's
Students Publications which is always eager to welcome new
reporters, photographers, and typists.
There's a lot of other things to get involved in. If a student is
interested he or she will find something to do
Why bother? Well, a student can experience a sense of personal
satisfaction when he knows he is contributing to a school
organization or club. He gets to meet lots of people and have a lot
of fun . Sometimes a record of participation in university
organization looks good on the job resume
If you're not interested in getting involved, you obviously don't
care how 75 of your hard-ea rned dollars are spent
karen kehn

Thanks gang

Hi, and a great big welcome back
to all the Laurier students! As
Production Manager of the Cord,
selves with the election. What is I will be thanking all those who
the prime minister up to? I would help out each week by voluntethink that there is little strategy ering their time for typing, layout
involved in indecision. It must be and .other odd jobs around the
a terrible burden for a man who office. We are a busy group, and
cannot run an efficient cabinet the help is much appreciated.
meeting to decide on when to Our production nights are Monhave an election. Even cabinet day and Tuesday at 7:00, so if
ministers cannot get it straight anyone out there wants to help or
when or when not to phone just find out what we do, feel free
judges.
to come up to our office on the
It is, of course, unfair to expect second floor of the Student Union
too much of the federal goven- Building (fondly referred to as
ment in the summer months as the SUB) - our office is right
parliament is on holiday. It may around the comer from the
Games Room. This week, some
be a good thing!

new faces arrived on the
provide some much-needed
sistance. Thanks to Carl for
pies, Mary, Sandy, and
the typing, to Jill and
offering to type (even if we
have anything for you
afternoon), and to all the
editors, who helped a lot
their individual sections, while
tried to teach them some new
somewhat confusing
and layout rules. Hope to
more of you here next week,
enjoy this first issue of the
Deb
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This Week's Question

eing in first year is ...
afraid

to

ask

for

tough
• wonaering why all those guys
spend their time watching game
shows in the TV lounge when
there is so much happening
• arriving early for classes
• when your roommate asks you
where the laundry room is - in
February
•
wondering why
anyone
WOULDN 'T want to live in
residence
• dropping a course because
you've missed so many lectures
you're afraid to go back
• thinking the Torque Room
coffee is really good
• buying a meal card and eating
nothing but pizza anyway
• falling in love with the girl who
sits beside you in Psych 100 and
finding out in March that she is
separated and has five kids, one
of whom goes oo Western
• wondering why ·a certain
textbook was required for your
course when you never use it
anyway
• finding out the textbook (above)
was written by your professor
• wishing you could grow a beard
• when 'getting lucky' means

not a senior

oo the pub on Tuesday
8:00 and figuring out at
it's a self-serve bar
that Student Pubs is
that the
almost
in the
Board is
where Radio Laurier
dial
textbooks to pay for
month's phone bill.
about your phone bill
first place.
yourself four times a
that you'll never drink

~.;n~

too embarrassed to leave
you realize half-way
that you're in the wrong

knowing you're in, the
lecture
100-level courses are

Clea.r-

SQ.\

by Carl Friesen

How was your summer job?

winning a free game on the
pinball machine
• being broke on November 23
• using the vending machine in
the men's washroom - once
• waking up somewhere you
don't think you're supposed to be
• waking up beside someone you
don't know and not remembering
if...
• _thinking Oktoberfest is some
kind of ethnic festival
• wondering if Looton is his first
name or his last name
• wondering what Dean Nichols'
middle name is
• taking a book out of the reserve
room and forgetting to take it
back
• going to the Kent and liking it
• worrying about a 10 page essay
• not knowing why your
roommate won't unlock the door
and yells "Come back later!"
• ordering a 'sling' in the Turret
• picking your courses by the
descriptions in the calendar
• re-writing your notes when you
get back home so they're nice
and neat
• reading this and not understanding it

Ken Sutton }'l'ar 1 lJrtSI/11'.,,,
Working- for a ht-Pr storl' is hot h
good and had. Bt>ing- surroundl•d
by hot tiPs of ht>l'r is 0 . K .. hut
you'n• out of a job if ~·ou lift an~
caps at all.

Dianne CharbonneauHonours En;,:hsh 2nd Y('llr

I had a good job in an analytical
lab in Ottawa. It invoh·t·d
testing rocks, soil and ot11l'r
things for their mineral contPnt.
I even got up (o assistant
supervisor of Samph• Pn·p
towards the t-nd!

Iit'\fj

Doug Gowandlock1st year Phys Bd major
I was -in a hardwar(' ~ sf ore
too bad-good E'mployers plus
variety. The job ranged from
writing purchase orders to
slugging cement.

now. I've fif\~lly
re8i5tere.d

·

Valerie Spohn3rd year English
My job could be dE.'scribed as a
"handyperson .. - around a com·
plex of townhouses. It was a n•al
surprise to have gotten.. it, but
the money was good and 1
learned a lot of very useful skills.

.

Claude Schyer2nd year honours music
For my ~ummer I was teaching a
course in Homemade Instruments in North Bav for tt1('
Parks Dept. The rest ~f the tinw
was spent skiing in the quasi-arc·
tic conditions in the arPa.
~

""'---Jobw.
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Reggie's Corner

Notices from the office of the Registrar
Welcome! It's September again and classes have
commenced! We extend our greetings to new students and hope
that your upcoming year is fruitful and enjoyable.
You have thus far managed to overcome the trials and tribulations of registration. But we are sure that even so, you may
have many more concerns and worries about courses, course
additions, etc.
The Registrar's Office would like to answer some of these
questions and to keep you abreast _of events and tasks
important to you. Through this publication, the Cord, we hope
to carry out this promise. If some concern arises we haven't
discussed, drop in and chat; ask for Reggie.
Registrar's Office
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Legal effects of drug use

STUDENT
Student Publications would like to ask all
Students, Staff and Faculty to check their 78-79
yellow wall calendar to ensure that it was
printed properly. If a month should be missing
please bring it up to the Student Publications
Office on the 2nd floor of the Student Union
Building and we will gladly exchange it. We
think that five may have been misprinted and
we would not like to cause any inconvenience to
anyone (such as having some people on
campus celebrate Christmas in November.)

••• AND TI41S .11AST IN, THE. RCMP HAVE INTERCE~ED 900,000

POVtJO.S

OF 6'fl.ASS AND HASHISH GE.ttJG SHIPPED INTO CAIIJAOA ...

----------~~~~~~

It was the Deltas against
the rules ••• the rules lost!

Courtesy of the Preventive Law
Program, University of Ottawa
There is a large amount of
controversy
about
whether
drugs have harmful physical and
psychological side effects. There
is no doubt however that drug
use has harmful legal side
effects.

1. Possession of any narcotic is
illegal unless it is authorized by
the Narcotic Control Act or the
1. possession
Food and Drug Act.
2. possession with intent to
If you are picked up on a
traffic
charge of simple possession the
3. trafficking
Crown must prove that:
4. importing and exporting
• the drug in question is
illegal. If your friendly
neighbourhood dealer sells
,., you what you thought was
grass and it turns out to be
oregano you obviously won't
be
convicted
of
possession-it must be an • WE!IC
illegal substance.
e you had knowledge of the
drug.
Registration materials for ·~he following tests are
now available in Career Services (lower floor,
• you had the drug in your
Student Services Centre):
possession or consented to
its being held by someone
• Dental Aptitude Test (OAT)
else. You must have co 1trol
• Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)
over the drug. Eg: a few
• Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
friends are sitting around
• Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
the apartment smoking but
• Medical College Admission Test (MCAT)
you aren't. Police enter and
• Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
charge all of you with joint
• Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
possession.
You
would
probably
be
convicted
Those planning to take one or more of the admis·
because you had physical
sion tests required by graduate and professional
control - it's your apart·
schools are advised to register for the tests imment and your presence im·
mediately. A disruption in mail service could pre·
plied consent to possession
vent those who delay from being registered for
of the joint by your friends.

A c~ from Universal PicTures
THE MAllY Si.YMONS IVAN £\EllMAN Pf\OOUCTION
NATIONAL lAMPOONS ANIMAL HOUSE
.,. JOHN OCLUSHI TIM MATHESON JOHN VEI\NON
VEfl.NA GLOOM T~ HUlCE ond DONALD SUTH£1\lAND •-"'
Produced by MAllY SIM'.'.ONS ond IVAN £\fiTMAN MusicbyELM£1\[l(fl.NSITIN
Wrmen by HAAOLD 1\AMIS DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHI\IS MILLEr\ DlfE.'Cit>d by JOHN LANDIS

2nd Hit at Sunset only- Henry Winkler In " Heroes"

The most common criminal
charges are:

the early fall examinations.

For a first offence the Crown
will likely choose to go by sum·
2 shows nightly-7·9 p.m.
Matinee Sunday at 2 p.m.

~DI

I

Box Office opens 7 p.m.
Heroes at 8 p.m.
Animal House at 9:45p.m.

CUI I Rill DCUISillll CUIIIllll IICUSI::;
The Cord has started a new feature for WLU students
only. It permits a student to announce cheaply what
they would like to buy or sell or trade or borrow or
announce. Rates are s• a word with a minimum
charge of 50'. All ads must be submitted to Student
Publications on the Friday befor(! the issue and
payment must be made then. You are also requested
to show your current WLU student card at the time of
placement.
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Marg - l've still got your Harry Chapin tape, drop by
and pick it up. I still work in the same place.
Yours till we meet again-your look alike brother
that never caused you any problems.
Ann, Nancy, Sharon, Germane, Linda, Kate, Molly
(did I forget anyone?) Thanks for the talk Sunday
night I enjoyed it. Come arourd and visit anytime.

u
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Dea' Pete still love you madly but you'll have to get
rid of your mother. - Betty

2
•

WANTED: girl to look after my boyfriend alternate
Friday afternoons. Must have long brunette hair.
Contact Mindy in the blue Corvette.

•

DEAR BARB. Hope all is well in Perth. Show Jim and
Wanda the power I have.
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Drugs continued from page 6
my conviction. The penalty

will vary depending on the type
8ld quantity of the drug, your
attitude and behaviour and your
~rd.

If you are picked up outside of

abar with 1 or 2 joints in your
pocket and
charged
with
,ossession what could you
apect?
ID practice the police might not
cllarge if:
t The quantity possessed
appears to be only for
personal use,
I The drug is grass, and
I it is your first offence.
Uyouare charged the Judge can
dloosefrom these options:
II Absolute discharge: even
though you are found guilty
of possession you are not
punished or fined. This is
very rare.
bl Conditional discharge: the
Judge will set a time period
during which you cannot get
picked up again. If you don't
break the law again within
this time period you will not
be fined or punished.
c) afine.
41 jail (very rare for a first
offence).

Learn to fly
Again this year, the Federation
II Students of the University of
ll&erloo is sponsoring Univerlly nying Training. All full-time
llldents, faculty, and staff of U
II W, WLU, U of Guelph, and
Caaestoga College are welcome
tD take advantage of this
a-profit service.
owns three aircraft based
I& Waterloo-Wellington Airport.
ll&es are cheaper than a regular
ilmmercial flying school can
rllet (about a $4 per hour
tllarence now). Ground School
II offered 3 times a year and
. _ about the third week into
.-h term for 10 weeks.
An introductory night is being
Wd on Wednesday, September
I, It 7:00 p.m. in room 3007 of
.. Math and Computer building
I& Uof W. Costs will be discussed
I& that time and they hope to
Mte some aviation films to show
Introductory flights can
., be arranged for those who
Mte never flown before but are

Note: You have no conviction
with either an absolute or
conditional discharge but you
should apply to have the
registration of your discharge
removed.
.
2. Possession with Intent to
Traffic
You will be charged 'with
possession with intent to traffic
if the police find you:
• in possession of a suspicious
quantity of an illegal drug,
(an amount larger than that
which would be required for
personal use. )
• with any equipment (eg.
scales), or
• with the drug packaged.
The police only have to prove
that you were in possession. It is
up to you to prove that you did
not intend to traffic in it. Eg:
You attend a dance with 10
grams of hash on you. Each is
separately wrapped. The police
search you and charge you with
possession with intent. You will
almost definitely be convicted
because of:
• theamount
• the way it was packaged,
and
e where you were found.
3. Trafficking
It is illegal to traffic in a
narcotic OR in any substance
held out to be a narcotic.
Under the Narcotic Control
Act trafficking means the
making, giving, lending, selling
and transporting or delivering of
any narcotic. Even if you only
offer to do one of the above, it
may be considered trafficking.

Some examples:
You light up a joint and pass it
around-giving is trafficking.
A dealer gives you some grass to
bring to your friend-delivering
is trafficking.
Once the Crown has proved
that you held a substance out to
be a narcotic, they may convict
even if the substance is not
illegal at all.
If you pass salt tablets off as
acid you could be convicted of
trafficking in a restricted drug.
Restricted drugs are drugs
which have no medical use such
as acid or mescaline.
If you sell salt tablets as speed
you could be convicted of
trafficking in a controlled drug.
The term controlled refers to
stimulants such as speed and
depressants which are legally
available only on prescription
from a doctor.
Trafficking and possession for
the purpose of trafficking are
indictable. offences. The penalty
is a prison term which can be as
long as life. There is a 1974
Ontario decision which states
that unless there are exceptional
or highly unusual circumstances,
a prison sentence ought to be
imposed for possession for
trafficking.
4. Importing and Exporting
It is illegal to import into
Canada or export from Canada
any narcotic. This is an
indictable offence-any person
who violates it is liable to
imprisonment for life. The
minimum penalty is not less
than seven years.

t.&erested.
further information can be

tiUined by calling Michael
,lanld at 885-1211 ext. 2812, or

'ti &he introductory night.

ILKIBA
IOLJ'iCLVB
18 holes - par 70
Excellent greens
Food service
Uc. under LLBO
Ca//669-3795
!II mile west on Hwy 86
Rtduced Rates before 1 p.m.
Mon.·Fri. $4.00
ltiUnds & Holidays $6.75
Cll Tltursday for Sat. reservation
Clll Friday for Sun. reservation

Free Brake and
Shock Inspection
General Repairs • Tune Ups

884·1451

10% off all parts for Students & Staff of WLU
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

THE DEN
FOR 'M EN
BARBER AND MEN'S
HAIRSTYLING SALON
Phone 578-0630
727 King Street West, Kitchener
Plenty of Parking
at Rear of Building
King St.

CJ

c::J
W.L.U.

K·W Hospital

Green St.

Applicants to Medical School

urr

• wen.

John Thomson

DISCO&
BALLROOM
••
DANCE
, ') '' INSTRUCTION

~

60 Per Class Maximum
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Applicants for all Ontario medical schools
are now available for the 1979 session at
~he Ontario Medical School Application
Service (OMSAS).
Completed applications must be received at
OMSAS on or before November 15, 1978.

1 ·---~

Write Immediately to:
OMSAS
P.O. Box 1328
Guelph, Ontario N1H 6N8

$10 for 10 lessons
Payable in Athletic Office
7:30P.M. DISCO
9:00P.M. BALLROOM

TUESDAY EVENINGS
Begin Tuesday Sept. 26

Applications are now being
accepted for the fall term,
1978-79, Student Security
Force. Applicants should
apply in writing to Mr. John
Karr, Business Manager,
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Union.

[)ISCOVERY IN DAZZLE

You've discovered the perfect mate ...
now let us help you discover her perfect diamond.
like a woman, one diamond is waiting,
one she will cherish above all others. One with
fire and brilliance that will glow forever.
just as your love.

-~--

- ---

OUNNEnE
JE.WEllERS

.......

30 KING ST W
KITCHENER

c
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Is The Who To Be Found Today
by Kurt Ditner
they were to change their name
Without Keith Moon or better to the now famous name The
known as "Moon the Loon", will Who.
the rock band The Who continue
By 1965 The Who broke
to exist? The other members of through the ice in Britain with
the group, Roger Daltrey (lead "My Generation" reaching No.
vocals), Peter Townshed (guitar) 2. But in North America, the
and John Entwistle (bass), have band did not get any notice, for
no comment to make at present the music listeners were still
about the future of the band. If following the Herman's Hermits.
·they do break up, it will surely be The American Market was not to
a great loss for all rock fans in be cracked till the late 1967.
Mid-1968, an established name
general. We would not like to see
such a great group like The Who was formed for the group both in
to just dissolve into the pages of the concert field and music field.
Combined with a reputation for
Rock History forever.
Going back over a little the mass destruction of the setbackground history of The Who, equipment at the end of each
anyone can see the landmarks concert, Keith Moon had a
that this group has left for all tendency to go beyond the
time to hear. Back in 1963, the concert scene into the restaurant
orginal members of The Detours and hotel rooms, for his further
were Townshed and Entwistle; excitement.
This group has experienced,
later joined with Keith Moon to
all
form the rock group High like
groups
in
the
Numbers. This group followed entertainment field, having their
the pub circuit in England with ups and downs with popularity.
much popularity. A little later, It was once stated that, "The

Who has reached their peak of
talent with the production of the
rock concert the Tommy, in
1969". Through the troubled
times of the 70's, this group has
had a very strong following
combined with very good record
album sales. At the beginning of
this decade, the album "Live at
Leeds" was released. This album
would have to remain at the top
ten in my book of ratings.
Followed by "Who Next", in
1971, which included prime cuts
"Won't Be Fooled Again" and
"The Man Behind Blue Eyes".
Does this ring any bells for old
times sake?
Through the early 70's the
group released a few solo albums
of great interest, Townshed
"Who
Came
First";
"Quadrophenia"; a personality
representation of each member;
and "The Two Sides of the
Moon" (1975) by Keith Moon.
Between the decade, The Who

released "Odds and Sods" an
album that was to tie up all loose
ends; "Meaty, Beaty, Big and
Bouncy" which was a collection
of their greatest hits. They
return back on the road for
another tour in 1975, to promote
their newer album release at that
time of "The Who By Numbers"
which in return turned a good
dollar for the band as a whole.
In my opinion, this group has
never had to lay back and
released an album they could not
be proud of. The dozen or so that
they have released have been
noted very well. In contrast with
other super-name groups they do
not try to sell their newer
released albums with the
achievement of past conquests.
The Who rode in on the wave of
the English rock explosion of the
1960's but they are not just
another band in a changing
world, they are a leader in the
music culture of today and of the

future. The Who have kept a
strong sense of direction through
time and with their new release
of "Who Are You" and they will
be going to the top of the charts,
once again. Already their new
album has quickly reached the
top 20th on the Billboard. One
word of advice, take a listen to
their new album.
Answers to puzzle
onpape12
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Billboard's Top LP's
September 9, 1978
1. Soundtraclt
Grease
2. RoUing Stones
Some Girls
3. Foreigner
Double Vision
4. Boston
Don't Look Back
5. Soundtrack
Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band
6. Pablo Cruise
Worlds Away
7. Commodores
Natural High
8. Brothers Johnson
Blam

9. Soundtrack
10. BiUy Joel

Saturday Night
The Stranger

11. A Taste of Honey
12. Bob Seger & the Silver

. Bullet Band Stranger in ToWII
But ..,..,,.;n,,!ll"'.

13. Joe Walsh

14. Rick James
15. Meatloaf

,..---Upcoming Concerts--Toronto
1. Moxy, September 15 & 16, el Mocombo, 7:30-11:00,$7.00
2. Nighthawks, Sept. 20 & 21, el Mocombo, 7:30-11:30,$7.00
3. Jean-Luc Ponty, Sept. 24, U ofT, 6:30-9:30,$7.00
4. Roger Whittaker, Sept. 23, 25, 29, 30, Massey Hall, 8:30
$11.00, $9.50, $8.50, $6.50
5. Bob Dylan, Oct. 12, Maple Leaf Gardens, 8:00, $10.00,
$8.50, $7.00

Kitchener-Waterloo Area
1. Hagood Hardy, September 16, KMA, 8:00p.m. $8.00, $7.00,

$5.50, $4.00

at King and William St. (beside Princess Donut Sh
Waterloo, open Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-midnight,
Sat. 11:30 am-1:00am, Sunday 5 pm·10 pm. Now I
sed under L.L.B.O.

The Cord Weekly

by Pat Earl
Well, here we are again, back
the old grind. Even Kampus
survived the summer
been picked up by the
for another year. I hope I
be of some assistance to you
fumble your way around the
.hen. By the same token, for
you who know their way
the kitchen better than I
maybe I can give you some
or household hints to
and maybe you could
' me some information
what you do that makes
want to eat at your
In any case, I'll try to
this as painless as possible.
week I will include a
munchie" for those of
have the metric
I don't intend to go
metric because it would
much to assume that
all going to run out and
the proper tools to follow
column (also too good to be
So without further ado,
it is .....

have listed a few things that may
save you a few headaches.
1. Whenever you are using a
casserole dish (that's the
funny shaped one whose lid
is always lost) make sure
you oil both the lid and the
bowl before putting in your
food and you won't have to
soak it to get it clean.
2. Use your scissors for cutting
up food (like green onions,
beans, bacon, whatever
they'll cut through). It's
quicker, and you don't have
to sharpen them as often as
the knife.
3. When you want to coat
anything with flour or
crumbs, drop the coating
mix into a brown (or any
colour) paper bag and toss in
the thing to be coated and
presto ... no mess to clean up,
a real time saver. Just chuck
the bag into the garbage.
4. If some recipe calls for sour
milk or sour cream, both
milk and cream can easily be
soured by adding one
tablespoon of vinegar to one
cup of either.

5.

9

When you use your cast iron
frypan and everything is
going to stick to the bottom,
before turning off the
burner, pour a little water
into the pan and let it boil
there for a few minutes then
the egg lifter will lightly
scrape off all the stuck on

CAUTION: If you do this to a
seasoned frypan however, you
will have tore-season it.

Metric Munchie
1816g spareribs
426 ml. tomato sauce
199 ml. onion salad dressing mix
59 ml. vinegar
59 ml. light molasses
30 ml. salad oil
5 ml. dry mustard
~ liter water
IN SHALLOW ROASTING
PAN, place spareribs, meaty
side
up.
Boil
remaining
ingredients, stirring constantly,
approximately
3
minutes.
Spread sauce evenly over meat
and let it stand. Preheat oven at

Redouble by Jeff Blakely

163°C. Roast for 1 2 J to 2 hours,
basting when necessary. (When
the meat looks a little dry it's
time to bas te, or you can baste
everytime you pass the oven,
whatever. )

most bridge players. It is not
rUrstood and frequently mis-

bidding will be
of this column for the
few weeks.
An opening bid of One No
says, "Partner, I have
HCP, no five card major
no singletons or voids, and
or four suits stopped." By
one No Trump you are
your partner almost all
to know about your hand
are turning over the
for what the final
is to be to your partner.
partner is going to bid on
description that you have
and it makes no sense to
him by not having the
that you have described.
opening one No Trump

the opener will not bid again
unless requested to by his
partner. Bids of 2D, 2H, 28, and
3C are close out bids and are to
be passed by the opener. They
describe very weak hands with
five or six cards in the suit bid.
North(D)
S K 10 3 2
H AK
D AQ8 3
West
East
c 10 9 6 SAQ986
sJ5
H Q93
H 64
D K9 7 2
D J 4
C AQ 7 2
C KJ 54
South
s 74
H J 10 8 7 52
D 10 6 5
c83
N
E
S
w
p
lNT
P 2H
p
p

If South had just passed one No
Trump it probably would have
gone down three. The very weak
suit preference bid by South can
be made with safety and with the
knowledge that North will not
raise. Against any lead by West
the contract will make two, nomore no less.

Variation

Replace meatballs with 1 8 oz. pkg. frankfurters, cooked, sliced, omit
browning. This variation will be
a real timesaver for you.
P.S. When chopping onions and
you happen to have a blender,
quarter the onions, half fill the
blender,· just cover with water
and chop. Then drain off the
water and you have it...You can
also save the onions juice if you
like for soup or to stew swiss
steak in.

Meatball Casserole
1lb. ground beef (hamburger)
% cup soft bread crumbs
1 egg
1 tsp salt
2 tbsps Margarine
2 cups cooked rice (Minute)
21a lb. processed cheese cubed
% cup chopped green pepper
~ cup chopped onion

Method
Combine meat, bread crumbs,
egg and salt, mix lightly.
Shape
into
medium-size
meatballs (round them in the
palms of both hands)
Brown in margarine in frypan.
Combine meatballs (browned)
and remaining ingredients in a

When you freeze leftovers, try
to freeze them in portions you
will eat and in case you forget to
take something out of the freezer
this won't take so long to thaw
out.

.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
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FAMILY RESTAURANT INC.
210 King St. N. ot UniYeNity A'IO.
Waterloo, Ont. - Ph- 815-3010

across from the Athletic Complex

o PORK BURGERS

o SAUSAGE ON A BUN

• BACON BURGERS

o COUNTRY HAM ON A BUN

o BAR-B-QUE RIBS

o ROAST PORK SANDWICH

·.••....•..

•

SHANTZ

"Traditional Pork Specialties"

7 a.m.
to
No Trump bidding is the bane

shallow 8 cup baking dish. Cover
and 'bake at 350°F, 30 to 35
minutes. Serves 4-6. Freeze the
leftove rs in tin foil and heat up in
the oven at 350°F until warm at
another meal.

-

EAT IN=== TAKE OUT==
Offer good til October

1978

~

1
PROHS90NI\l CRI\0UI\ t lOI\N

To get your copy. matt or take this coupon
to your local branch of the Bank of Commerce.

Prof""""

No Mistake About It Zellers Has Low Prices

REG.3600

SALE2goo

Gr.adUJII"~: Y<Jr

Available only

N

Tck?l>:>n< Number

A'
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CANADIAN
IMPERIAL
/

BANK OF COMMERCE
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Present this ad for a 10% discount
~

I
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1\-\\:. coMt-v\rRCJ.

There's a lot in it
----------fOr you.----------,
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29 King St., Kitchener

744·2207
Sale lasts till Sept. 19, 1978

:

4,1978

At Least

I

~30 %_____...;
~
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Everything

chains, bracelets,
stick pins, pendants,
and charms.

independently
certified
and appraised

40o/o

Off

Off

caravelle, bulova
grandfather clocks

30 o/o ·50 °/o
Off

~t
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Donut Shop)
dnight, Fri.·
Now licen·

t
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Hatashita Jewellers
Waterloo Square

50°/o
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... to be

••• to

September 14
eThere will be a meeting of the
Laurier Christian Fellowship
tonight in the Mezzanine (above
the Dining Hall.) Supper is at
4:45, and Dr. Christie speaks at
5:45 on the "How's and Why's of
the L.C.F." Please join us!

what do we think is a 'Philosophy
of Life'?" This course may be
taken for a university credit or
may be attended as a free public
lecture series.
•The Turret will be opening with
a Twin Cities' group, Helix,
starting at 8:00 p.m.

•Philosophy of Life (Phil 111Z),
presented by the University of
Waterloo, holds its first lecture
this evening at 7:00 p.m. at the
Main Library. Professor Richard
Holmes will discuss tonight's
topic: "What is Philosophy and

be

••• to

be

September 16
•Pre-game Blitz in front of
Theatre Auditorium; 5:00 p.m.
•Pep Rally and Hawkwalk in
front of the Library at 7:30 p.m.
•WLU vs. University of Toronto
in football at Seagram's Stadium
at 8:00p.m.
• Pub Crawl and Hawkwalk in
front of Theatre auditorium,
September 15
starting 1:00 p.m.
•Jr. A Rangers vs. Niagara Falls • Hagood Hardy with the Kit·
in hockey action at the Kitchener chener Memorial Auditorium.
Memorial Auditorium at 8:00 This will be at 8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seats: $4.00, $5.50,
P·~:
$7 .00, $8.50
September 17
•University of Waterloo Arts
Centre-Stratford Ensemble
Concert, presenting Franz Danzi,
Quartet for Bassoon and Strings;
Beethoven, Woodwind Quintet in
E flat; Henry Brant, The Fourth
Millenium for Percussion and
brass Quintet; Prokofiev, Quintet
Opus 39.
This will be held in the theatre of
the Arts, University of Waterloo,
Tickets: $6.00 and $4.00
•Kitchener Waterloo Art Gallery,
43 Berton Street, Kitchener.
Meet the Artists: James Blake
Exhibit (Cycle Gallery) from
2:00-4:00 p.m.

THE CANADIAN
CROSSWORD+
ACROSS
1 Tree
4 Alberta owned
airline
6 Sailing rigs
9 Lizard
10 Remember

September 18

FEDERATION of STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY lit WATERLOO
proudly presents

HAQMONIUM
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES BUILDING
SA TURDA Y. SEPTEMBER 23 1978
BOO PM

ADMI SSION Federal •on Students
Advance: $4 00
At Door $5 00

ADMISSION Non·Federal•on M em bers
Advance $5.50
A I Door $6 50

TICKETS ON SALE AT FED OFFICE and ORIENTATION TENT

11 Clothing
material
12 Community
southwest of
Regina
14 Excuse
15 Mountain lion
16 Tiff

19 Past participle
endings
20 Slang for bullets
etc.
23 Aircraft
25 Beauty
27 Chesterfields
29 Can't be dislodged
30 st-ardesses'
group (abbrev.)
31 Denoting ocean
movement
32 The, In Quebec
33 One who speaks

14 Miming
DOWN
17 Agonizingly
1 Csn8dlan
Forces' plane
18 Russian
horsemen
2 Canadian
airport
21 QuebeC airport
3 Newfangled
22 Govern tyrannically
4 Vegetable (also
B.C river)
24 Montreal airport
26 Canadian _ _
5 Applaud
Forces
6 Toronto airport
7 Lobster's
28 Step
house'?
29 Suffix, eg. to a
8 Tennis score
musical instrument
13 Ont. community
between Guelph
and Brampton
Answers on page 10

•Michael Sowdon, David Hlynsky
and Mikul Dorsey of Frirge
Research will present a magic,
music and audio visual present·
ation in the Theatre of the Arts,
at the University of Waterloo at
8:00p.m.
• Plan to attend one of our
workshops at the Kitchener
Public Library on Monday,
September 18 at 7:00 p .m., or
Tuesday, September 19 at 1:00
p.m. Geared towards people
unfamiliar with the varied resources of the Library, the
workshops give participants a
chance to brush up on effective
research techniques. Workshops
are free of charge, but preregistration is necessary.
Septem!_J~19

•At 12:30 p.m. at the Theatre of
the arts, University of Waterloo,
they will present a highly
informative workshop demonstration of holographic technique
with all due attention paid to light
physics as will as present
applications and future impli·
cations of holographic arts and
sciences. Open discussion will be
encouraged. A set-by-set 3-D
slide presentation will give
insight into actual studio pro·
cedures.
•Canadian Film, at the Kitchener
Public Library, continues this
evening at 7:00 p.m. Dr.
Tiessen's lecture will be accom·
panied by the film "The
Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz". Everyone is welcome to
attend this course as a free public
lecture and film series.
September 20
•Noon Hour Concert sponsored
by Conrad Grebel College,
Theatre of the Arts, University of
Waterloo. Free admission at
12:30 p.m.
• American Literature continues
this evening at 7:00 p .m. at the
Kitchener Public Library. Professor Slethaug will lecture on
Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel The
Scarlet Letter. Everyone is
welcome to attend this course as
a free public lecture and film
series.
•Junior B Rangers vs. Hespeler
· at the Kitchener Auditorium at
8:00p.m.

o 1977 Coast to Coast f\I 'W" Services, Delta. S.C.

If 64

r-:----------~

1 Spedalllbr 1 Offer I
II From " 0I om· ; ·a·
Submarines
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
4..~ /
I
I
4./ ~~
0

Get 2
(of equal value)
for the price of one with this coupon.
Please, one order per coupon.
Good for Dining Room, Pick-up or
Delivery.

L------28 King N
Waterloo
886·1830

1458 Weber E.
Kitchener
744·7395

I
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The Naked Nun by Mary Shaver
by Frances Wye
You may remember the headlines which hit the Toronto
newspapers in the spring of 1976
regarding Mary Shaver's life.
The Toronto Sun titled it's
expose 'Erotic art cost ex-nun
teaching job'.
t\ow, for your reading pleas·
ure, a first-hand account of her
life is available. In her autobiography, Mary Shaver leads us to
this crisis in her life. Her life
unfolds. Early childhood herd the
terror of first communion juxta·
posed with her attachment to the
Church and her idolization of the
Sisters at her school. This
idolization converts to obses·

0
,rport
·an-

airport

to a

1-

~

sion. As she makes the decision
to devote her life to a r~ligious
calling in her early teens, she
quells the recently discovered
feelings of developing woman·
hood. She tPlls of her entry into
the convent in her middle teens.
The events and emotions experienced during this period are
touching at times; shocking at
others. As she is gradually
stripped of her identity, Mary
begins to realize doubts in regard
to her chosen profession. Unable
to express herself through her
art or music, she feels trapped by
the convent.
After ten years in the convent,
Mary re-enters the outside world

and is re-born as a woman.
Although twenty-~ix years old
chronologically, she has the inno·
cence of a sixteen-year old-the
age when she entered the
COJ"vent. We move with her
through her re-discovery of
herself.
The style is simple which
serves to make it all the more
touching. The personal level of
the narrative intensifies this.
Read it. You'll gain insight
into the religious world, into the
total devotion a person is
capable of giving, and into the
frustrations of the established
norms of our society.

Bes·t Movie Bets,
Heaven Can Wait
/Fairview)
One of the best movies to hit
this area in a long time. The
entire cast is great, with
memorable performances by
both Warren Beatty and Dyan
Cannon. A "must see" movie.

Foul Play
Revenge of the Pink
(Lyric)
Panther (Waterloo)
Goldie Hawn is delightful in
If you've never seen a Pink
this tailor-made role. Chevy Panther movie, this is your last
Chase is O.K. but his klutz chance since this is the last
routine is superb. Good, light movie in the long and successful
entertainment- the perfect es- Pink Panther series. Peter
capism movie.
Sellers as Clousseau is at his
prime and the gags are as funny
as ever. It won't be here much
longer, so see it now!

Don't wait any longer to
see 'Heaven Can Wait'
"Heaven Can Wait" is a
funny, light-as-a-feather movie
that is easy on the mind and a
tonic for the soul. One person
wrote of the movie that ''in a film
season that has been a desert of
parched mediocrity, "Heaven
Can Wait" appears like an oasis
to bring a refreshing spirit back
to American film." I wouldn't go
quite that far, but I do agree that
it is one of the best movies of the
year-and miracle of miracles,
the critics think so too.
"Heaven Can Wait" is Warren
Beatty's film all the way: he
co-wrote the script, directed and
produced the film. He is also the
star of the film, looking every
inch the matinee idol with a smile
that is only seen in toothpaste
ads. The masters' thumbprint is
everywhere but unlike a lot of
one-man efforts, Beatty pulls it
off and does not end up with egg
all over his face.
Beatty portrays Joe Pendleton,
a football player who is about to
realize his dream-quarterbacking his team in the Super Bowl.
He has a serious accident and one
of the messengers in heaven
snatches him from life, thinking
he will die in the crash. But he
isn't supposed to die for another
40 years, so he and another
messenger start shopping around
for a new body for him to inhabit.
Sound improbable? Perhapsbut it makes for a very funny
movie.
After much searching, he
decides on the body of one Leo
Farnsworth, a rich and ruthless
industrialist. Since Pendleton
knows nothing at all about the
business world, it makes for
some hilarious scenes. Leo
Farnsworth was the target of a
murder plot hatched by his wife
and private secretary who want to
run off together. The look on
their faces when Farnsworth
turns out to be alive is priceless.
Dyan Cannon is · superb as
Farnsworth's murderous and
scheming wife-it's her best part
in years and she plays it for all
it's worth.
Julie Christie plays the poor
girl from the small town with the
big blue eyes who wants to stop
Farnsworth's destruction of her
town. She is the romantic love
interest in the film and is
Beatty's perfect partner (as she
was in Shampoo and McCabe and
Mrs. Miller). You can probably
suess how that turns out.

I can't tell you anymore about
the film or I'll give it away

completely. Suffice it to say that
the ending is a pleasant surprise
and you'll leave the theatre
feeling sky high. School got you
down already? Or do you just
need a good laugh? See Heaven
Can Wait-it's terrific medicine
for the blues!

$199

$149
approx. value 6.20

ONE
PER CUSTOMER

0~

s~\.J~
s~vrr
\Sth
at the Bookstore
in the Concourse

Helix: Thursday night
For the opening of the Turret, William Seip and booked exclus·
the school has lined up a local ively by Waterloo-based Dram
Kitchener-Waterloo
based Agency.
In the summer of 1975, Helix
raunch and roll group called
Helix. This band has a was founded after the battle of
reputation for involving the the bands contest at the Central
audience on the dance floor for a Ontario Exhibition at the
good time. Helix is a five- Kitchener Memorial Auditor·
member band that consists of ium. Since then, the band has
vocalist Brian Vollmer, guitar- been playing the southern and
ists/ vocalists Brent Doerner and ·northern Ontario bar circuit with
Hackman, bassist Keith Zur· great . success. This group has
Brian been especially noted for their
brigg,
percussionist
Doerner. They are managed by on-stage and lighting show.
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Anyone interested in trying
outforthe
WLU GOLDEN HAWKS'
CHEERLEADING SQUAD

Please call or see
Bonnie Quinn
884-1970 ext 267
at the Athletic Complex

This year, as usual, the Cord needs volunteers. We
need writers, photographers, typists, help with layout,
and somebody to clean the ashtrays.
The pay is lousy (read nonexistent). The pension plan
and dental plan are just as good. But we offer
a chance to work with some really good people, have
some fun, and give you something to put down on a
resume when it's time to look for a job.
The cord is your paper. (If you don't believe it, look at
your fee statement). It can only be good with your help.
If you are interested in doing a little writing, or anything
else, give us a call at 884-2990 or come up to the office
on the second floor of the Student Union Building.

''A loltiiiiM • Tile C8rlboo Tl'llll''
THIS WEEK

Robed
E. lee
Next Wed. - Sat.

Doc Savage
coming soon

Crossfire
Remember: OUR DISCO PROVIDES CONTINOUS MUSIC
THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. Efery Monday Nlte: THE
GONG SHOW. Every Tuesday Nite: AMATEUR STRIP
CONTEST.
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Hawks massacre wounded Warriors 39-10

l
I
f

Fullback Jim Reid receives the pitch from Proto papas and motors 67 yards down field for a long gain.

Saturday, September 9th,
marked the beginning of the 1978
football season and what a start!!
Our very own Golden Hawks
hosted the Waterloo Warriors at
our home field: Seagram's
Stadium, located directly behind
our library. This game usually
generates a lot of excitement
since we are bitter rivals in
athletics.
On a day made p •• fectly for
football, the Hawks put on a
superb display of defensive and
offensive football. Both squads
were in total charge for almost all
the sixty minutes. The offense,
quided by Les Protopapas,
showed how versatile they will be
this year. The game was marked
by our long marches, highlighted
by the runs of Reid and Colwell.
Statistically the offense rushed
for 392 yards and passed for 142
yards for an incredible total of
534 yards. The other side of the
coin saw our wrecking crew
defence held the Warriors to 96
total yards. Head splitting hits by
Jack Davis, Larry Rygus, Pete
Hepburn and Jim O'Keefe,
highlighted the game. Numerous
Warriors left the field wondering
what day it was and why did the
trainer have 12 fingers on his left
hand.
Early season worries were that
loss of eleven starters from last
years squad, especially the
defensive line, would seriously
hurt our chances. Although the
Warriors proved to be no
opposition, our Wrecking Crew

defense was superb. This is a
credit for coach Knight and staff
who have developed as fine a
football system as there is. The
Golden Hawks are aiming for a
seventh straight appearance in
the divisional final. Not bad for a
school of just over 3,000.
The game started with very
spirited warm-ups by both
squads. Lots of shouting, groaning, and grunting, (nothing
better to get the adrenalin
pumping.) Waterloo physically
bigger than last year looked like
they would be better than
adequate opposition, however
they fell short of my expectations. On the first set of downs,
Laurier's defense forced a fumble
but the Warriors managed to
hold on. Laurier's first offensive
display was short lived and the
third down play shocked all that
were viewing the match. A low
snap forced kicker, Jerry Gulyes,
to hurry a punt that trickled off
his foot into the arms of a very
determined deep back John
Clirobok. With a few key blocks
and a burst of speed, Chrobok
entered the end zone to draw the
first blood. Chrobok should have
kept on running with the ball
because it was the only time any
black uniform was going to cross
the goal line this day.
The Laurier defense came up
big against the Warriors and then
Protopapas started the ball
rolling for the Hawks. The first
long drive of the day was
highlighted by the brilliant

running of Phil Colwell and Jim
Reid, and the pass receiving of
Dan Kirby. The drive culminated
with Mr. Dependable, Jim Reid,
blasting through the Warriors
line for the TD. Warriors then
came out with their explosive
offensive formula; two downs and
kick. My stats show that the
Waterloo kicker punted 16 times,
this shows us how great our
defence was.
Another Hawk charge from our
own 10 yard line, included a long
quarterback keeper, a bomb to
sophmore Dom Vetro and another T .D. by who else, Jim Reid.
On the next defensive series Jack
the Hammer Davis made one of
the best plays of the day, chasing
the scrambling Warriors QB
towards the sidelines. Jack threw
a Muhommad Ali punch to the
poor lads head and rode him to
the ground like he was roping a
wild steer.
Laurier recovered the ball but
fumbled on their own 46. The
defense again shut down the
Warriors and a field goal attempt
went wide with Bob Stacey
saving us from allowing a single
by smartly manoeuvring the ball
out of the end zone. Jim Reid
then put Laurier far out of trouble
with an outstanding run of 67
yards. Protopapas then found
Vetro for a long T. D. pass and
run. The Defense returned long
enough to quelch a Waterloo
drive. Offense come is again
making thngs easy for themselves. Protopapas hands off to

Phil Colwell who then weaved
and dodged his way for seventy
yards eventually finding the end
zone. This brilliant piece of
running was the offensive highlight of the game.
The biggest test for the
defence came when surehanded
(usually) Bob Stacey had on slip
away on his own 27. This was one
of five fumbles by our side and
something that must be worked
on for future games. Onto the
field comes the wrecking crew to
try and hold the fort. Bone
crunching tackles by Hepburn,
Davis and Payne led Waterloo to
a 3rd down situation. Trying for a
pass completion Larry Rygus
came through to pound the ball
and the Warrior receiver into the
dirt. The last series of the half
saw Protopapas throwing a long
pass to tight end Wes Wolf, who
fought off 3 defenders and
showed great concentration in
making the completion for 32
yards. A 45 yard field goal
attempt by Gulyes fell just short.
The half ends with the Hawks
getting a standing ovation from
our devoted fans and the
Warriors getting only support
from their athletic supporters. It
can be said, the game was really
over at the half and the rest was
only a formality. The second half
saw very little offense, Laurier
fumbled twice and were intercepted twice in the Second half.
Jerry Gulyes, showing his poise
and experience, punched two
field goals (33 and 30 yds.) and a
64 yard single. Jerry averaged 41

pic by Switalski

yards while ex Laurier kicker
Mike averaged 40 yards. The
defense once again was outstanding with Hepburn, 0'Keefe, Sprague, Scott, Payne,
Davis and Rygus all making key
tackles.
Coach Knight took the opportunity to substitute freely.
Offensively the second half
wasn't up to par but with the
dynamic duo of Colwell and Reid
complemented by Burke and
veteran Gerusiak they will do
wonders this season. Also deserving a lot of fame and fortune
are veterans of combat, capable
of moving everything out of their
way, the offensive line Bellamy,
Hale, Carefoote, Saville and
Yurincich. The receiving corp. of
Kirby, Vetro, Wolf, and Kline are
dependable and at the helm
Protopapas, looks right at home.
The defensive looked brilliant
against Waterloo forcing Karpow
to kick 16 times. Hepburn, Davis,
Troop, Martyniuk, Graffi and
Ouarrell are all starting for the
first time although Davis and
Martyniuk saw plenty of action
last year.
Scott, Stacey, Rygus, O'Keefe,
de Barrios and Captain Payne are
all experienced and will have to
play superbly to win their
division. Another defensive player Mark Forsyth is nursing a
fractured arm but should return
in a few weeks eager for action.
To win their league a team effort
of about 200% by everyone is
needed. Good Luck, Hawks,
We're behind you!
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Stars of the Game

Well, here we are back for another year of fun and games (unfortunately, a lot of work, too) The summer appeared to rocket past in no
time It seems like yesterday we were sitting in the A C spilling our
brains into exam booklets and thPn headmg our separatP wavs for the
summer.
That is in the past. Now it IS a new .,ea-;on full of many v1ctones and
dMkened bv fa1lure and defeat Hopefully, the victones outnumber
the defeats but this cannot always b£' This 10b IS new to rne Also, I
feel a ( ertain <hallenge m trymg to cover the \VLU sport scene -malE>
and female. To make my 10b a success, I need your help and
mvolvernent Come up and see me or drop a line in mv mailbox m the
Cord off1c.e, telling me what you would hke to do.
Wilfnd Lauril•r UniV(•rsity IS well kriown for 1ts athletiCS and last year
accomplished a remarkable feat. The Golden Ha\\ks were the only
teanL in Canada, ranking m the ~atlonal Top Ten for football, hockey
and basketball Hawks were 8th in the national rankings In my first
year at Launer, I real1sed 1t will b(• d1fficult to duplicate th1s H•cord
because all teams have lost key members.
Naturally wtth three teams ranked m the Top 10, several players had
key roles and were recognized at the (onclusion of the 77-78 season
These names arP some you can watch for as many havt• returned for
dnothPr war.
Lorne Killion
~ootball- )1m Re1d
Hasketbi!ll Rook it'· Greg Paoline
Football Rookte of the YearVolleyball MVP- Randy Koerber
Phil Colwell
_
Women's Basketball MVPlmeman of the Year- John MiiiPr Dt>bl)lt• BauPr
Hockey MVP- AI MacSorley
Wonwn\ Ba'ikPtball RookleBask('tball MVP-Don Whaley,
Karen Dane h

Women's Volleyball MVP-Sharon Patterson

Last year we were well repre~ented in athletics and smce my arnval
th1s year, conversation with our coac h('S has toiG_ me thilt they are
optimistic about the 78-79 season It looks like we are 111 for a great
year To keep up our winning traditiOn we nePd your help, either as a
plc!Yer or a fan Come on out and support your tPams It doesn't even
cost vou a cent. Present your I.D. card at any Laurier game (except
playoffs) and you get 111 free.
Friday, September 15, ts your big chance. Our Golden Hawks host
the powerful University of Toronto BluPs at SPagram Stad1um There is
a Pregame Blitz, Pep Rally and a Hawk walk . Watch for posters
around campus for times and places See you there'
So here we go, off and running on a new course Fresh young talent
mixed with very capable and dependable veterans, should show us a
lot of exciting moments over the next eight months. I hope, as many
do, that we will see a couple of national titles this year to top our year
off. Whatever happens you can bet that the athletics of our school will
be in there until the final whistle has gone. We have a tradition to
uphold, so let's get busy!

Carling O'Keefe rep presents Player of the Game Awards to Phil Colwell and Jack Davis. The other fellow
is Sports Editor. If you want to write, stop me anytime and ask.

WANTED- Anyone interested in
covering sporting events of any
type please come and see me at
~

the Cord office. This is a fine make it without you so get
opportunity for the new students cracking and see your articles in
to get involved. The paper can't the Cord weekly.
Gerry Huddleston, Sports Editor.

GET INVOLVED: New Fall Schedule
MEN
Activity

Entry

Begin

When & Where

Football

Wed. Sept. 20

Mon. Sept 25

Mon. & 1 uc. A. F. 7:00 p.m.

Volleyba ll

Wed. Sept. 20

W ed. Sept. 27

Wed. A.C. 7:45 p.m.

Ice Hockey

Mon. Oct. 16

Mon. Oct. 23

Mon. & luc. Waterloo Arena
11 :00 p. m . - 1:00 a.m.

Tennis Tournament

Mon. Sept. 18

Wed. Sept. 20

Wed. T.C. 1:00 p.m.

1-1 Bas ketball Tournament

I ue. Oct )I

Mon. :'\o\ . 6

A.C. Mutual Agreement

Squash Tournament

Tue. Oct. ) I

Wed . '\ o\ 8

A.C. 6:00p.m.

Snooker Tournament

Tue. Oct. ) I

Mon . '\o\ . 6

S.U.B. Games Room

Soccer

\\'ed. Sept. 20

Thurs. Sept. 28

Thurs. A.F. 7:00p.m.

Squash Ladde r

fn. Sept. 29

Mon. Oct. 2

Mutual Agreement A.C.

Superstars Tournament

Mon. Sept. 25

Wed. Sept. 27

Wed . A.C. 7:00 p.m.

Volleyball

Wed. Sept. 20

Mon. Sept. 25

Mon. A.C. 7:45 p.m.

Residence Volleyba ll

W ed. Sept. 27

Sun. Oct. I

Sun . A .C. 7:00 p.m.

Tennis Tournament

Mon. Sept. 18

Tuc. Sept. 19

Tue. T.C. 1:00 p.m.

Badminton Tournament

Fri. Oct. 27

Wed. '\lo\. I

Wed. A.C. 7:45 p.m.

Squash Tournament

Tue. Oct. ) I

Tuc. :'\0\. 7

A.C. 7:00 p.m.

Activih

Entry

Begin

When & Where

10-Pin Bowling

Wed . Oct II

Sun . Oct. 15

Frederick St. Bowl 7:00p.m.

Volleyball

Wed. Sept. 20

Tue. Sept. 26

Tuc. A.C. 7:45 p.m.

Baseball

Wed. Sept. 20

Sun. Sept. 24

Sun. A.F. 12:00 noon

Curling

Tue. Oct. 10

Thurs. Oct. 12

Thurs. Granite 10:30 p .m .

-
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WOMEN
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CO-ED

Ski Club

Organitation During Registrati o n
Sept. 7 & Sept. 8

,...

....

.... a.-

CO-ED INSTRUCTION
Wed. Sept. 20

Thurs. Sept. 21

Thurs. A .C. 7:00p.m.

1-ri. Sept. 22

Tue. Sept. 26

rue. A.C. 7:30 p.m.

Tennis

1-ri. Sept. 22 ·

'\.1 on. Sept 25

Mon . I .C. 6:30 p.m.

Kung Fu

1-ri. Sept . 22

'\.1on . Sept 25

Mon. & Wed. A.C. 4:30 p.m.

Yoga

I o Rc Announc:ed
In September

Swim Program

I o Rc Announc:ed

Squash
Disco & Ballroom Danl'ing

Hill 1\h' I e~·r Aquatll' (.'oonfinator
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Athletics and Facilities
by Gerry Huddleston
Tired of school already? Are
pressures building up? Eating all
those carbo's at the dining hall or
the Torque room? Well have I got
a place for you! In the corner of
the campus directly behind Clara
Conrad Hall is our very own
Athletic Complex. This building
has many things for your
personal use. These days all we
hear about is Participaction and I
feel· that is good. Being such a
small school is a bonus for us as it
means a better chance to use the
facilities. Do your part for
Participaction and come out and
join us!

The facilities include four
single squash courts fully air
conditioned, three gymnasiums
with tartan synthetic flooring,
one weight room with modern
equipment, one combatives area
fully padded, two saunas and a
fifty meter swimming pool. The
school offers you a number of
intercollegiate and intramural
programs in which everyone is
welcome to participate. With all
the new Frosh this year we
should have a great intramural
system coordinated by Gary
Jeffries at the A.C. So come
out- don't hibernate-P ARTIC·
!PATE.

lntramurals 78-79
by Gerry Huddleston
All students, (full-time) faculty
and staff who have paid their athletic fee are invited to start

Socialism in Cdn. political
parties (Lib., P.C., NDP). 25
Q\JOtations;
various
sources. Send $2.00 to:
#32C-7BO Frederick St.,
Kitchener, Ontario. N2B
287. Information Services.

gathering up teams right now for
the bigger and better 78-79
season. Even if you don't want to
play, come out and officiate or
convene. Convenors can earn up
to $100. for one sport. Officials
are also paid so it is worth your
time to be a part of our program.
Anyone wanting to participate
see the Director of Intramurals,
Coach Gary Jeffries, in the
Athletic Office. Gary offers a
varied program which includes
competitive and Toumam~t,
Recreational and Social, Instructional and Club activities.

JOCK SHORTS
All-Canadian running back
Jim Reid now has thirty career
T.D.'s. The third year player
needs only three more to tie exOttawa Gee Gee great Neil
Lumsden (now with Hamilton
Ticats) who holds the Canadian
all time record of 33.

* * *

T.V.

RENTALS
Special rates
for University Students

BARRY'S TV LTD.

pic by Switalski

Colwell receives excellent blocking and weaves his way 70 yds. for a T.D.

I would personally like to offer
my deepest sympathy to those
people who were close to Mr.
Everything George Lewin. The
three years that I have been
around this establishment I
worked on a number of occasions
with George. This past June,
George died. He will be missed
greatly by those who knew him.
On a more pleasant note AI
Tripp has replaced George.
W.L.U. welcomes AI and hopes
his stay is a long one.

576-1115

* * *
Former Laurier All-Canadian

Get Back
in The Groove

·september
S·~~IIWI'
at The Bookstore in the Concourse

Jack the Sack

byGerryHuddleston

Mike Sitke was benched in U of
T's first football game. The
Canadian
Inter-University
Athletic Union has ruled him
ineligible because he has already
used up his five years of eligibility. The ruling is being
questioned but rather than
forfeit their first game, Sitke
was benched.

* * *
Another Laurier star Larry
Sturino was York's only bright
star Saturday against U of T.
Larry led both in pass receiving
and rushing including a 52 yard
pass and run play.

imports linebacker Bob House
(U. of Minnesota) and running
back Nevil Edwards (Kent
State). A game against U ofT in
exhibition play saw Western
leading 19-0 at the half and
holding for a 22 -14 victory.

* * *
Rumours circulating around
the media are that recently axed
head coach Leo Cahill is being
considered for the head coaching
job of the Waterloo Warriors
after the trouncing of 39-10
inflicted by our Hawks. If Cahill
goes to the Warriors Terry
Metcalf says he will go with him.

* * *

* * *

In other action Saturday:
Western
48 Guelph
8
Windsor
36 McMaster
7
Carelton
11 Bishop's
4
Ottawa
19 ~oncordia , 1
McGill
43 U.Q.T.R.
0
Saskatchewan 20 Manitoba 11

Congratulations go out to
Basketball star Fred Koepke and
his new little bride Marjorie.
(Everybody is little compared to
you, Fred.)

* * *
In pre-season play Western
once again appears to be the
team to beat. Western has 41
veterans back and have added
help from a Laurier trio Mike
Murphy, Mike Warbick, Fred
Brown and also two American

* * *
Special Bulletin received just
before publishing time from an
unreliable source-Doc Webster
has Hawk goalie AI MacSorely
turning down his Toronto Maple
Leafs training camp invitation
and possible Olympic team
tryout for a position on the
Beaver Eaters Intramural team.

Meet Your Friends.
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In the Ocean Queen Lounge
• Every Wednesday~ it's jazz. with K•Ws be$t

Soundtrack to Grease
8. 79 (2 records)
ELO - Out of The Blue

7.99 (2 records)
Jackson Browne

4.99
Meat Loaf - Bat Out of Hell 4. 99
Rolling Stones
-Some Girls 4.99
5 49
" at The Bookstore in the Concourse
-Running on Empty

jazz band MADISON AVENIJE..
• Every Friday and Saturday. it's folk. with the
area•s top easy-Ustening and smg--alollg folk
artists.

In the Bdclgeport Lounge
• Every Wednesday. it's blUegrass with ASP~!~.
• Thursday to Saturday. it•smp bands With ' · ·
music that ranges from countrY to roCk.
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The Cord Weekly

Women's
Varsity
program
The Women's varsity program
wili get under way in the next
couple of weeks, with try-outs for
the basketball, volleyball, and
badminton teams.
On September 18, all those
interested in volleyball are asked
to be in classroom 2 of the
Athletic Complex at 4:30 p.m.
sharp. There will be a meeting at
this time and actual try-outs will
begin on Tuesday, September 19
at 4:45p.m.
On September 25 at 4:00p.m.,
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Question of the Week? Is former Laurier star Mike Sitko
not for 1978 football season.

the tryouts for varsity basketball
will begin. Anyone interested
should meet in the gym dressed
to play.

Birthright

Finally, on October 2 at 5:30
p.m. the women's badminton will
begin practices. Again, all
interested athletes should meet
in the gym dressed to play.
Other teams at WLU which
will be starting later on include
synchronized swimming and curling.
If ydu have any questions
concerning the varsity program,
please contact Cookie Leach, ext.

Bob House

Birthright can help if you
have an unwanted pregnancy.

Call579·3990
for information
and assistance

465.

Wilfrid Laurier University
Faculty of Social Work
L'.(H' fJ
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go out to
Koepke and
Marjorie.
compared to
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Monday September 18, 1978

The

\l,BR£?
presents

Thursday Sept. 14
·==·~

l

$l~u students

Federal Minister of National Health & Welfare

The Minister will speak on the contemporary
issues facing federal policy legislation in the social welfare area.

C\tE.A1'! ~

Tonight~

The Honourable Monique Begin

EJ"'~c,iN<.V
WA~b ., . sAtb

we'-"' .. . voll

*

Invites all members of the Wilfrid Laurier University
community to join us for a lecture by

$2:others'

DISCO
This Friday by Radio Laurier
and Saturday by Radio Laurier
coming soon

Shooter • Bob Shoo Bop

3:30- 4:30P.M.

11

Room 201 Seminary Bldg.
-

For further information ca/1326
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HAVE YOU
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If not then you haven't been to CC AUDIO
to see and hear the _
b est playback systems
around. With complete systems from as
little as $699.95 to whatever your heart
and ear desires. CC AUDIO can take care
of your audio needs without murdering
your wallet.,
Drop in and say hi to Pete, Gerry and Lorne
and hear just how much can be heard.

CCRUDID

Monday thru Saturday 10:00 A.M. to 7:00P.M.
232 King St. North, Suite 305
Waterloo, Ontario

